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STRATEGY ON THE ROCKS: SUN TZU IN THE SOUTH ATLANTIC
Master Sun Tzu wiped the tears streaming from his eyes as he recovered from his third bout of vomiting that hour. He looked out over the railing at the churning South Atlantic and cursed the bobbing horizon and whatever evil djinn had made him accept the offer from Hong Kong-based Ch'i Consulting. It had actually sounded intriguing two months ago: in return for one lecture in some city named Stanley, the Master would receive a stack of dollars the height of an arrow -a longbow arrow, not a crossbow bolt. At the time, the mere thought of such wealth in return for mere words made Master Tzu glow. Now he was ashen. Why, in the name of heaven, had he not thought to ask where this Stanley was? By the time he had ascertained that one important fact about terrain, his signed contract had launched him off the edge of the world -the freezing edge, no less. The endless flight from Beijing to Buenos Aires, and then to Punta Arenas had been bad enough, even with the comely flight attendants in Business Class. But the inclement weather that had cancelled the scheduled flight to the Falklands and forced him onto this hellish barge -in the company of a group of boisterous and increasingly drunk Falklanders --surely disproved the Communist's assertion that the gods have no sense of humor.
The Atlantic Conveyor II, a cargo ship named in honor of a vessel sunk by an Argentine A sharp tap on the door woke him. Master Tzu, disoriented in the now-dark room, heard a voice through the door: "Mister Sun? Mister Sun? I've come to take you to the lecture." Tzu sat up, feeling better than he had in days. "Yes, yes, I will be right there.
Please, I will be in the lobby in 5 minutes." Master Tzu hurriedly brushed his teeth, and remembering the chill, pulled on his parka and headed downstairs.
The drive to the Falklands Island Community School was short and dark, and the driver -apparently some minor squidocrat --was chatty, pointing out bullet-scarred walls still It is a doctrine of war not to assume the enemy will not come, but rather to rely on one's readiness to meet him; not to presume that he will not attack, but rather make oneself invincible." 12 Tzu shifted his weight behind the podium, and removed his glasses for effect. "To this point, the Argentine warlord had calculated responsibly and the preponderance of strength was in his favor. However, the battle had not yet been truly engaged even as late as April 3 when warlord Thatcher sent her warships to attack. I have written that 'as water shapes in accordance with the ground, so an army manages its victory in accordance with the situation of the enemy.' And once the enemy has embarked against you, it is essential that you adjust your own strategy to his." Master Tzu sighed, and put his glasses back on. Warlord
Galtieri's failure to adjust to this fact was his -and ultimately his nation's -undoing."
13 "In battle, the sovereign must be quick to act," Tzu continued. "Thatcher and her advisers made their own calculations expeditiously, and by the end of the first day chose battle instead of accommodation. Why is this so?" Tzu asked rhetorically. "'Cause we're better than those bloody bastards!" came the shout from the audience. Tzu began to regard these interruptions as tiresome, and cut off the expected applause, interjecting:
"Hardly. There are many concrete reasons. The first is intelligence, or, more precisely, a lack thereof. While Galtieri supposed and calculated and mused, British ministers obtained foreknowledge of events by intercepting Argentine communications days before the invasion. 14 General Galtieri, however, remained in the land of supposition and violated a cardinal principle of intelligence. His troops and commanders knew nothing about the terrain of the Falklands, were unprepared for the cold, and lacked appropriate clothing or shelter.
These forces also lacked sufficient food and ammunition, and had no information about what weapons the British might have with them. 15 Despite having confronted his enemy for many years, struggling for victory in a decisive battle, Galtieri remained ignorant of his enemy's situation. Such a man is neither a king nor a general nor a sovereign, is completely devoid of humanity, and no master of victory." 16 The assembled crowd roared their approval. Master
Tzu quieted them with a gesture, and continued:
"Warlord Thatcher's forces had technical superiority, and were committed to the battle ahead, flexible, with extensive equipment, modern tactics, and excellent training. The obligations and exercises these forces had undergone as part of NATO had prepared them for battle. They enjoyed a fine balance ch'i and cheng -of morale and disposition of forces.
Moreover, they had a strategy to reclaim the islands, something their opponents did not." Master Tzu's audience strained forward to hear his words. "The British strategy was simple and coherent: contain the enemy, defend the fleet, and keep the initiative. 17 Tzu paused thoughtfully, then resumed speaking: "The sailing of the British task force was well known, and its progress widely reported. Instead of using the time to improve defenses, such as lengthening the airfield at Stanley to accommodate advanced fighter aircraft, Argentine forces merely sat and waited for their enemy to arrive. 18 Indeed, it seemed that the Argentines had ceased calculating for victory. As I have written, 'with many calculations one can win; with few one cannot. How much less chance of victory has one who makes none!'"
19
Master Tzu lowered his voice. The audience was hushed, sensing that his remarks were concluding. "Once the British Task Force arrived at these islands April 25, the calculation of forces had inalterably changed. The British were like water, adapting and flowing on the ground, purposefully and vigorously. 20 They used elite forces to obtain intelligence, conducted raids to confuse and disorient the enemy, and air and naval gunnery to wear down the entrenched Argentines, as water wears at earth. As the water lapping at the shore, so
British landing forces landed virtually unopposed at San Carlos." 21 Tzu decided to ad lib, and elaborate upon the water metaphor. "If the British were like water, the Argentines were like ice: rigid and fragile. They continued with a poorly estimated air strategy, attempting to destroy the fleet even after the British troops landed. Brave men in aircraft sank four British warships and two merchant ships, and damaged ten others. But inflicting such damage cost them 72 aircraft, to say nothing of the loss of the battleship Belgrano and so many of her crew, and the hundreds of ground troops. 22 Again we see the cost of mistaking estimates, bad or no intelligence, and bad or no strategy," Tzu argued. "In the end, the ice shattered and had no form."
The auditorium was silent, in the thrall of painful memories of the dead and wounded.
Master Tzu, too, was moved as he reflected again on the necessarily painful results of war.
He had witnessed many acts of military folly in his long career, but few came close to the absurdity of warring over these barren isles. Tzu looked up and broke the heavy silence:
"The key in battle is to know the enemy and know yourself. If you do, in a hundred battles you will never be in peril. The crowd stood groggily to its feet, applauding, as the fishmeister pumped Master 
